
 

 

Approvals 

 

I don’t understand why the accountant’s ask for all these approvals when they shut out attempts 

to expose their accounting trails. 

 

 

 



 

 

Not Reported 

$125,188  

April 21,1991 
 

The April 21, 1991, payment of $125,188 from the Lynch note to Jean O’Connell 

was not reported to the IRS. In my May 29, 1992, letter to Edward White I said it 

was taxable and should be reported, and he reported it on an amended return. 

Can we expose the accounting trail for the April 21, 1991, payment of $125,188? 
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Where did the stocks and bonds transacted with this blank, undated, but signed "Stock and bond power" go?
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WARNING. When the accountants use an innocent family member to hide behind it is a flag. The innocent family member's trust is the only tool they need.
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Missing 

$545,820 

April 21,1992 
 

The accountants do not mention the cash payment of $545,820 to the Estate 

from the payoff of Lynch Note 1 on April 21, 1992, and the payment does not 

show in the accountings or tax returns.  

When the accountants told the beneficiaries that the Lynch note would not 

produce any capital gain, I told them that it would and the taxes were paid. At 

that time I did not know that they were not reporting the $545,820 payment. So 

strangely,  the payment was not reported but the taxes on the payment were 

paid.  

 

Can we expose the accounting trails of the $545,820 payment? 
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The $545,820 payment received on April 21, 1992, is not mentioned. 
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The estate has nothing to do with the trust. The trust is like any other entity that pays interest to the estate, such as a bank. The estate's accounting is not dependent on the trust's accounting any more than it is to a bank's accounting. To put the accountants advice to innocent Jean Nader in perspective, imagine a co-executor telling a bank the above. The trust, like the estate, is terminated when the paperwork is done.
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This Note 1 was paid off in full the day before the date of this letter.
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Missing  

 $70,051 

June 11,1992  
 

There are two versions of the extension request (IRS Form 4768) and two 

version of the estate tax return (IRS Form 760) with the same dates but for 

different amounts. One version says $175,000 was paid to the IRS on June 11, 

1992, and one version says i$119,000 was paid to the IRS on June 11, 1992. 

There should only be one version.  The $70,051 over payment reported on the 

$175,000 version disappears from the accounting. 

 

Can we expose the accounting trail  of the $70.051? 
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Please see Innocent Jean Nader's letter of September 8, 1992 (post marked): "When the IRS approval comes, we will decide how to divide A. G. Edwards - any ideas?" 
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